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Road Trip….. 
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  - Sorted  

  - Exposed to scary, strange things 

  - Loaded 

  - Go for a ride 

  - Unloaded 

  - Handled by predators again 

  - More scary things 

 

The relocation experience entails: 
  

  - Handled by predators  
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Each one of these events cause 

stress… 

But, we control the level of stress. 
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  - Loss with illness and slowed gain  

  

 At harvest: 

  - Heavy discount on non-ambulatory 

  - Severe loss of value from bruising 

  - Poor meat quality discount (PSE/DFD) 

  

 Animal welfare implications 

Stress cost you money! 

 - Complete value loss on mortality 
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 2. Transport 

 3. Offload 

3 Stages of Transport: 

 1. Load out 
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Sort and Load-out 
 

Stress Points: 

     1. Fitness to Travel 

  2. Rough Handling 

  3. Unfamiliar handlers  

  4. Unfamiliar environment 

  5. Poor loading facilities 
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 - Those that cannot move without suffering 

 - Pregnant sows within the last 10% of gestation 

 - Poor body condition that would result in poor     

    welfare (TQA, NPB 2008) 

  - Fatigued pigs 

1. Fitness to travel: 

  - Animals that are sick, injured or weak. 
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 - Bad attitude 

 - Low expectations by management 

 - Lack of accountability 

 - Poor scheduling by management (timing) 

 - Acceptance of liberal use of prods or other tools. 

2. Rough handling is caused by: 

  

  - Poorly trained or untrained employees. 
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Prevent of Rough Handling 
Be selective in hiring                                                   

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A good stockman must like animals! 

 Cull for attitude 
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Train drivers and handlers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And keep training handlers and drivers 
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In-house audit 

 

 

 

 
 

You cannot manage, what you cannot 

measure 
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Electric Prod Use Can Be Costly -  

Dec 17, 2007 National Hog Farmer 

 

“The use of the electric prod resulted in more than 40% of the pigs showing 

behavioral and physiological signs of stress, with 4% to the extreme point of 

stumbling and falling.” 

 

“Losses resulting from aggressively handled pigs can approach 4% in a 

commercial swine operation,” says PSC researcher Harold Gonyou. “For a 600-

sow, farrow-to-finish operation marketing 14,000 hogs/year, assuming a 2% loss 

due to aggressive handling, this would represent lost revenue on 280 market 

hogs, or approximately $37,000 for that operation.”  
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2. Unfamiliar handlers 

 Pigs like consistency. 

 

  - Ideally, barn staff does load out 

 

  - Have everyone wear the same color 

     coveralls. 

  

  - Attempt to have consistency in handling 

     techniques. 
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3. Unfamiliar Environment 
  
 Pigs raised in barren environments have been 

 shown to display a high degree of reactivity to 

 novel  stimuli. (Stolba - Wood Gush, 1980) 

 

 Pigs load best in highly controlled, consistent 

 environment that eliminates distractions and 

 mimics the features of the home pen.  
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Consistent wall color, lighting, flooring  and airflow. 
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 - Confusing for animals! 

 - Difficult to navigate. 

 - Increase in incidence of bruising 

 - Increase in slipping and falling 

 - Distance traveled - the longer the distance the    

    animal walks, the higher the incidence of stress. 

 - Difficulty loading due to steep ramp 

4. Poor Facilities 

 - Bring out the worst in handlers. 
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  - Pigs should flow like water to trailer 

  - Good, solid footing 

  - Solid sides 

  - Allow for herd instinct -       

    pigs move faster in a wider    

    alleyway. (Warriss et. Al 1992) 

Prevent Facility Frustration! 
  

 Design them right - Simple Fixes 
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  - Low ramps - pigs move best on ramps of 10° 

    or less. Real world - not greater than 25°. 

   

  - Study showed that for each degree increase 

    in ramp slope, resulted in 4% in heart rate 

   (Warris et. Al 1991) 

Loading Ramps 
  

 Critical point in load-out 
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Loading Ramps 
 

  - Make sure adjustable ramps are stable. 

   

  - Solid sides 

 

  - Ideally, 2 pigs at a time. 

 

  - Footing  
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 - Replace cleats immediately. 

 - Monitor the footing! 

 - Fix gates 

 - Repair things ASAP 

 - Budget for upgrades each year. 

  

  

Maintenance 
  

   Fix what needs fixed. 
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Transport 
 

Stress Points: 
           1. Trailer design 

  2. Loading density  

  3. Mixing   

  4. Time in Transit 

  5. Weather 

  6. Driver Skill 
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 - Good flooring is a must. 

 - Cargo doors are better than single roller door 

 - Pot versus straight deck trailers - more research 

   needed but it is believed that pots have more loss 

   than straights. 

 - One study found that temperatures were higher in 

   straight deck trailers then pots. (Ritter, 2006)  

 - Pots are harder to load which would point to  

   greater stress.   

1. Trailer design 
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 - Affects body temperature, heart rate and  

    respiration. (Warriss 1998, von Mickwitz 1982) 

 - Increase in bruising 

 - Increased shrink 

2. Overcrowded or Underloaded 

 - Animals unable to get footing or balance. 
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National Pork Board Transporter Quality Assurance 
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 - Unfamiliar pigs will fight to establish hierarchy - 

    even on the trailer. 

  

Prevention - Can be challenging 

  

 - Do not mix if possible 

 - Raise in larger groups in     

    pens 

 - Separate within the trailer 

3. Mixing 

 - Common practice to meet packer standards. 
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 Confusing topic - short trips can be worse than     

 longer trips on pigs. 

  

4. Time in Transit 
     - Pigs can loose up to 5% 

       of their body weight    

       on trips 4 hours or less. 
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   - # of non-ambulatory animals was  

   higher in the winter than the summer. (Ritter, 2006) 

 - Effects loading density 

 - Increase in death loss 

 - Increase in shrink 

 - Carcass loss - Canadian packers report the highest  

    percentage of dark cutters in cattle come during extreme 

   temperature fluctuations in spring and fall. 

    

5. Weather 
   - Overheating/Cold stress is a huge  

     challenge with pigs. 
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 - Unexpected weather conditions 

 - Newly weaned piglets and nursery pigs are most 

    susceptible 

 - TQA Guidelines      

    for boarding up 

Cold Weather 
 - Frostbite can occur from wind chill or the 

   metal on the truck. 
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Hot Weather 
 - Huge factor with pigs because they are  

   unable to sweat. 

 - TQA Guidelines  

    for heat management 
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 - Sharp corners - animals scramble 

 - Rapid accelerations. 

 - Road hazards. 

 - Increased bruising. 

 - Greater chance of animals down and injured. 

 - Driver Fatigue 

5. Poor Driving 
  

 - Slamming on brakes 
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 - Remember what your hauling! 

 - Slow down, don’t tailgate. 

 - Defensive drive. 

 - Avoid road hazards such as potholes and houses. 

 - Cull bad drivers.    

Drive Responsibly 

 - Train and audit drivers 
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Offloading 
 

Stress Points: 
     1. Rough Handling 

2. Unfamiliar handlers  

3. Fatigued/ill/injured   

4. Unfamiliar environment 

5. Poor unloading facilities 
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 2. If possible keep 

     handling techniques 
 
     similar to barn and 

     load-out. 

 3. Give animals time to get off trailer.  

 4. Give them rest period 

Handling: 

 1. Same as load out 
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 2. Moved in a humane manner 

     that is size appropriate -  
     (ie. carry small guys, sled the big ones) 

 3. Actively euthanize when necessary  

 4. These animals will need to given special 

               care if necessary and observed. 

Fatigued/ill/injured: 

 1. Compromised pigs should be 

     segregated upon arrival. 
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Take Home Message: 

 

 

We cannot eliminate stress but 

through proper management we 

can control the level of stress and 

the negative economic  

impact it has. 
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www.livestockhandling.net 
 

  Looking for more information? 


